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1. Introduction

In classical optimal stopping theory (e.g., Chow, Robbins and Siegmund [1]), a
player observes sequentially an ordered collection Xl , X 2 , ••• of (integrable) random
variables with known distributions, and his objective is to find a stopping time t
which will make EXt as large as possible. If the sequence of random variables is
finite, then an optimal stopping time always exists, and can in principle be calculated
by backward induction using the known distributions. In many practical situations,
however, the exact distributions of the random variables are not known, and hence
this classical calculation of optimal or even good stopping times is impossible. What
stopping time should a player use if he knows, for example, only the means and
variances of the variables, how much can he expect to win in a worst-case situation,
and what is this wo.rst-case distribution? The main purpose of this paper is to provide
answers for such questions in a variety of settings including unbounded and uni
formly bounded, i.i.d. and non-i.i.d. sequences.
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As a concrete example, suppose a player is observing a sequence of 10 independent
random variables XI, ... , XIQ taking values in [0, 1], and he knows only that the
means and the variances are alIt and l~' respectively. Then it follows from Corollary
3.2 below that the minimax optimal stopping function is to stop the first time that
an observed variable X; satisfies

Using this stopping function against any independent sequence with those bounds
and moments guarantees him an expected return of at least 1+ foe 1 - (~)9] = 0.626,
and this strategy is minimax in the sense that there is a sequence of independent
random variables with the given bounds and moments for which he can do no
better, even if he knows these distributions exactly. (To obtain this worst-case
distribution apply Corollary 3.2(ii) below with f.J- = 1 and (T2 = l~')
As with most such minimax results, there is a natural game-theoretic interpretation.
In this case, one such interpretation is a two-person zero-sum game in which
simultaneously Player I (the statistician) picks a stopping function t and Player II
(nature) picks the distributions of the random variables XI, X 2 , ••• , and then Player
II pays Player I EXt dollars (the amount Player I could obtain, on the average,
using the stopping function t with the random variables Xl' X 2 , ••• ).
A number of results are known for explicit determination of minimax stopping
functions for special classes of distributions. In the secretary problem framework,
Irle and Schmitz [10] obtained minimax strategies (stopping times) in a discounted
setting, and Hill and Krengel [8] obtained minimax stopping times and distributions
in an unknown-number-of-candidates setting. In another direction where the type
of distribution is known, Samuels [12] obtained minimax stopping times for uni
formly distributed random variables, and Petruccelli [11] for normally distributed
random variables. On the other hand, very little seems to be known about minimax
stopping in fairly general settings.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains notation and preliminaries
including some key maximization results; Section 3 addresses the case of independent
random variables with known means and/ or variances; Section 4 is an application
to 'order selection'; Section 5 contains results about the i.i.d. setting; and Section
6 contains some remarks for the arbitrarily-dependent case.

2. Preliminaries and key maximal inequalities
Throughout this paper IR n is Euclidean n-space, qr the Borel subsets of IR n , x v y
and x II y denote the maximum and minimum, respectively, of real numbers x and
y, x+ is the positive part (x v 0) of x, and for a function 1/>: IR I ~ 1Rt, I/>(n) denotes
the n-fold composition of 1/>, that is I/>(n) = 1/>1
I/>n where 1/>; = I/> for all i. Also
1/>(0) is defined to be the identity function, that is I/>(O)(x) = x.
0

••• 0

It will be assumed that all random variables below are defined on the same
probability space (D,.sIl, P), and for a random variable X, EX will denote the
expectation of X and 11-, J/ and a Z will denote first moments (expected values),
second moments, and variances, respectively. For a random variable X, X E A means

P(XEA)=l.

A function t:!Roo ~ N is a stopping function if t -I (n) E gJoo for all n, and if
I(X;, x~, ... ) = n whenever t(XI> Xl' ...) = n and xi = Xi for all i = 1, ... , n; g is the
set of all stopping functions, and g" is the set of all stopping functions which stop
no later than time n, and for t E g, XI : D ~ !R is the function defined by XI (w ) = X" (w)
for all w with t(X I ( w), Xz(w), ... ) = n. (The main reason for the use of these stopping
functions, as opposed to classical stopping times, is that for a given stopping function
t, XI is well defined for all sequences XI, X z , ... , where classically defined stopping
times depend on the {X,,} through their distributions. In addition, stopping functions
seem more natural in optimal stopping in that they reflect a rule for stopping based
only on the (real) values of the observed variables, and not on the underlying
filtration of the sequence XI , X z , ... , that is, the collection of sub-a-algebras {.sIlJ ~ I
of .sIl, where .sIli is the a-algebra generated by {XI' ... ,XJ. For more details, the
reader is referred to [4] or [9].) For a sequence of integrable random variables
XI, X z , ... , V(X I , ••• , X,,) denotes the optimal stopping value of XI,"" X"' that
IS

The next lemma (cf. [1]) is the basic backward induction tool in optimal stopping
theory, and is recorded here for ease of reference.
Lemma 2.1. If Xl, X 2 , ••• is a sequence oj independent integrable random variables,
then V(Xi , ••• , X,,) = E(Xj V V(Xj +I>"" X,,», for i = 1, ... , n -1. Ift* is the stop
ping function defined by t*=min{{j~I: Xj~ V(Xj + 1 , ••• ,X,,},n}, then EXI .=
V(X I , ••• , X,,). D

The next proposition is the key maximization tool upon which most of the minimax
stopping functions in Sections 3 and 4 are based.
Proposition 2.2. For all y

E

[0, 1],

(i)

0~11-~1

=> inf{E[Xvy]:XE[O,I],EX=I1-}=l1-vy;

(ii)

O~(T 2 ~4I

=>

inf{E[X v y]: X

E

[0,1], Var X

!(1 + y) -!(1- y)Jl-4a 2

= y +a Z{

y

h

Z

=

a Z}

if y ~ I-JI-4a z,
if 1 - J 1- 4a z ~ y ~ 2a,
ify~2a;

and
(iii)

0~J.L2~v~J.L~1 ~ inf{E[Xvy]:XE[0,1],EX=J.L,EX 2 =v}

= max{J.L, y, y(1- J.L) + v}.
The bound in (i) is attained by X == J.L. More generally, it is attained, for y < J.L, by
any X E [y, 1] with mean J.L; and for y> J.L, by any X E [0, y] with mean J.L.
The bound in (ii) is attained as follows:
(iv) for y~I-JI-4u2 by the XE{O, 1} with EX==EX 2 ==!(1-JI-4u 2);
(b) for I-JI-4u2~y~2aby the XE{O,y, I} with mean h and variance
U2~ and
(c) for y ;?; 2u by any X E [0, y] with variance a 2.
The bound in (iii) is attained as follows:
(v) (a) for v/J.L~y~1 the bound is y which is attained by any XE[O,y] with
EX == r-'
/I.
EX 2 == v',
(b) for o~ y ~ (J.L - v)/(l- JL) the bound is J.L which is attained by any X E
[y, 1] with EX == JL, EX 2 = v~ and
(c) for (JL - v)/ (1- J.L) ~ y ~ v/ JL the bound is y(l- JL) + 1/ which is attained
by the unique X E {O, y, 1} which has EX = J.L, EX 2= v.
Proof. To see (iii), first observe that

for all x,yE[O, 1],
Thus for X

E

xv y==max{x,y,y(1-x)+x 2 }.

(1)

[0, 1],

E[X v y] == E[max{X, y, y(1- X) + X 2 ];?; max{EX, y, y(1- EX) + EX 2},
so taking EX

= JL,

EX 2 = v shows that

inf{E[X v y]: X

E

[0, 1], EX

=

J.L, EX 2 = v};?; max{J.L, y, y(1- J.L) + v}.

The opposite inequality is established by constructions corresponding to the three
cases (v)(a)-(c).
First, if v I J.L ~ Y ~ 1, then the moment hypothesis of (iii) implies that y;?; J.L, and
there exists a unique X E {O, J.L, y} with EX = J.L and EX 2 = v (namely P(X == 0) ==
(v - J.L 2)1 J.LY, P(X = J.L) = (J.Ly - v)1 (y - J.L )J.L, and P(X = y) == (v - J.L 2)1 (y - J.L)y), so
in this case E[X v y] = y.
If ~ y ~ (J.L - v) 1(1 - J.L ), then the hypothesis of (iii) implies that y ~ J.L, and there
exists a unique X E {y, JL, I} with EX = JL and EX 2 = v (namely P(X = y) =
(v - J.L 2)/(1- Y)(J.L - y), P(X == JL) == (JL + J.Ly - Y - v)/(l- JL)(J.L - y), P(X = 1) ==
(v - JL 2)/(1- JL)(l- y», so in this case E[X v y] == JL.
If (J.L - v)/(l- JL) ~ y ~ vi JL, then under the moment hypotheses of (iii) there
exists a unique X E {a, y, I} with EX == J.L and EX 2 == v, namely P(X = 0) ==
(v-J.LY-J1,+y)ly, P(X=y)==(J.L-v)/(l-y)y and P(X= 1) = (v-J.Ly)/(l-y), in
which case E[X v y] == v + y(l- JL), which completes the proof of (iii) and (v)(a)-( c).

°

Conclusion (i) follows immediately from (iii) and (1) by noting that y(1- JL) + v
is minimized when v is smallest, that is when v = JL 2, in which case the X in (v)(c)
is identically equal to JL.
To see how (ii) follows from (iii), recall that v = 17 2 + JL 2 and for X E [0, 1),
17 2::::; JL (1- JL) ::::; t so for 0::::; y ::::; 1,

inf{E[X v y): X

E

[0, 1), Var X

= (T2} =

min{g(JL): JL

E

A},

where

and

A

= A«(T2) = {JL E [0, 1]: O~ (T2~ JL(1- JL)}
= [!(l-)1-4(T2,!(1 +)1-417

2»).

Now,
min{g(JL): JL

E

A} ~ min{max{JL, y, y + 17 2+ J1(,u - y)}: JL

E

A},

(2)

where J1 = maxHy, 1(1-)1-4(T2)}, since min{JL(JL - y): JL E A} = p-(J1- y). The
minimum in (2) is equal to max{y, y + 17 2- h 2} if y ~ 1 - )1 +- 417 2 and 1(1 + y) 
!(1- y)JI-4(T2 if y~ 1-)1-417 2, which is exactly the right-hand side of (ii). The
opposite inequality in (ii) is established, as in the proof of (iii), by constructions
corresponding to the three cases (iv)(a)-(c). 0

3. Independent random variables with known means and/or variances
The main purpose of this section is to derive minimax stopping functions and
distributions for optimal stopping of a sequence of independent random variables
when only the means and/or variances are known. To simplify notation, let lfJ«(T2, y)
and ¢(JL, v, y) be the bounds appearing in Proposition 2.2(ii) and (iii) respectively
(i.e., ¢(JL, v,y)=max{(JL,y,y(l-JL)+v}, and lfJ«(T2,y)=y if y~2(T, etc).
Throughout this section, all random variables are assumed to be independent.
Theorem 3.1 (known means and variances). Suppose 0 ~ JL; ~ Vi ~ JLi ~ 1 for i =
1,2, .... Then
inf{Su P EXt: XiE[O, 1), EXi=JLi' EX; = Vi}
lE:Y"

= (¢1 o· .. ¢nHO) = sup inf{EXt : X
0

tE

gn

E

[0,1), EXi = JLi, EX; = v;},

where ¢i(y) = ¢(JLi' Vi, y). Moreover, letting Yi = (¢i+l o· . . ¢n)(O)
1, ... , n -1, and Yn = JLn the infima and suprema in (3) are attained by
0

f = min{{ i ~ 1:

Xi ~ yJ,

n} E ffn

for

(3)

i=

(4)

and

(XJ 7=1

as in Proposition 2.2(v),

Proof. Since; E ffn and since the
it is enough to prove that

EXf~ (4)1

0

'

•• 0

with J.L = J.Li,

V

=

Vi

and Y = Yi'

(XJ7=1 in (5) satisfy X; E [0,1], EX; =

J.L;, EX; =

(5)
V;,

4>n)(O) = EXf~ EX,

for all (Xi )7=1 satisfying Xi E [0,1], EXi = J.L;, EX; =

V;

and all t E :!Tn.
(6)

The first inequality in (6) is proved by forward induction on n. The case n = 1 is
trivial. Suppose the inequality holds for n ~ m -1, and now let ; E g-m be defined
as in the statement of the theorem (with n = m) and put i = ; v 2. Then for m ~ 2,

EX t = E[X1 I 1t =ll] + EX iP(;~ 2)

= E[XJ IX1""(<I>20' .. 0 <I>",)(O)}] + EX iP(XI < (4)2

+ (4)2
=

0

••• 0

E[X v (4)2 0
j

4>m)(0)P(X1 < (4)2 0
'

•• 0

4>m)(O)] ~ (4)1

'

••• 0

4>m)(O»

4>m)(O»

••• 0

0

0

•• 0

4>m )(0),

where the first equality follows by definition of ; and i and independence of the
Xi'S, the second by the definition of ;, the first inequality by the induction hypothesis
(since i is the; for X 2 , . . . ,Xm ), and the last inequality follows by Proposition 2.2
(iii) and the definition of 4>1' The equality in (6) follows easily by Proposition 2.2
(iii) and (v) and induction. For the second inequality in (6) it is enough to show that
(7)
since this implies that f is optimal for the sequence XI, ... , Xn • Again, (7) is proved
by forward induction on n, the case n = 1 being trivial. Suppose it holds for n ~ m -1,
mE {2, 3, ...}. Then Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 (iii) and (v) yield

»= E(X1

V(X I , ... , X m) = E(X I V V(X 2 , ... , Xm
= (4)1

0

'

•• 0

V (4)2

0

'

••

4>m)(O»

4>m)(O),

which completes the proof of (7) and the theorem.

0

Corollary 3.2. For stopping n independent [0, 1]-valued random variables with known
identical means J.L and known identical variances (72:
(i) a minimax stopping function f is
; = min{{ i ~ 1:

Xi

~

J.L + (72( 1 - (1 - JL) n -

i-I) /

J.L }, n};

(ii) a minimax (worst case) distribution (Xi )7=1 is as in Proposition 2.2 (v), with
Y;=J,L+(72(l_(l-JL)"-i-I)//L, i=I, ... ,n-l andYn=J.L; and

(iii) the game-theoretic value is J.L + 0-2(I - (I - J.L )n-I)/ JL, that is, EX, ~ EX, =
J.L+0-2(I_(I_JL)n-l)!J.L~EX" for all tEgn and all XI" .. ,Xn satisfying the
hypotheses.

2
Proof. Since EXi == J.L and Var Xi == 0- , it follows easily that the tPi in Theorem 3.1
satisfy
tPi(Y) = Y v (p+ y(I - JL» = y+ (0- 2- J.L(Y - JL)t =: tP(y)
for all Y ~ J.L and all i ~ n -1, and tPn(O) = JL.
Using induction on i and Theorem 3.1 it is then seen that tP(n-i)(o) =
JL+0- 2(I_(I_JL)n-i-l)!J.L, i=n-I, ... ,O. 0
Corollary 3.3. For stopping n independent [0, I]-valued random variables XI, ... , X n
with known identical means JL and known variances Var Xi = 0-7:
(i) a minimax stopping function f is ; = min{{i ~ 1: Xi ~ Yi}, n}, with
Yi=J.L+I~:lm(I-J.L)k-mo-Jk' i=I, ... ,n-I, where {j1<"'<jl}={1~i~n-2:
Pi~JL«tPi+lo, oo°tPn)(O»)}, j/+I=n-I, m satisfies jm-l<i+I~jm and tPi(Y)=
tP (J.L, 0-7 + JL 2, y);
(ii) a minimax (worst case) distribution (XJ7=1 is as in Proposition 2.2(v), with
p=0-7+J.L2andYiasin (i)fori=I, ... ,n-1 andYn=JL; and
(iii) the game-theoretic value is JL + L: ~:\ (I - JL )k-I 0-7., that is

for all t E gn and all XI, ... , X n satisfying the hypotheses.
Proof. Since J.Li==J.L for all i, tPi(Y)=Y+(o-T-J.L(Y-JL)t for all Y~J.L and all
i~n-I and tPn(O)=JL. For i=n-1 .... ,1 define {3i=(tPio" '°tPn)(O)-J.L. Then
{3n-1 = o-~_I

{3i = (I - JL ){3i+1 + 0-7 v ({3i+IJ.L),

and

i = n - 2, ... , 1.

(8)

Set K = {j E {I, ... , n - 2}: o-J ~ {3j+IJL} and write the elements of K in increasing
order as K = {jl < ... <j/}, with j/ < n -1 =: j/+I' For j e K, {3j = {3j+l, so if
= {3ji
and
= o-J. for i = 1, . .. ,1+ 1, then

iii

0-;

-

.... 2

{31+1=0-/+1

.....

and

'-"-2

{3i=(I-J.L){3i+l+o-i,

i=I, ... ,1.

The conclusion of the corollary then follows easily by Theorem 3.1 and backward
induction. 0
Theorem 3.4 (known means, unknown variances). Suppose
Then

= max

l:S;:i~n

° J.Li

J.Li= sup inf{EX,: Xi E [0,1], EXi = JLJ,
IEff
n

~

~

1 for i = 1, 2, ....

(9)

and the infima and suprema in (9) are attained by
f:;;;;;, min{j: fJ-j = l:S;p,;n
max fJ-i}
and

X; :; ; ;, fJ-i>

i = 1, ... , n.

Proof. Follows directly from EX; = maxI";;;,,;;,, fJ-i
(X;)7=1 satisfying the hypotheses. D

= EX;;?; EXt for all

t E :!T" and all

Remark. The stopping function f found in Theorem 3.4 is minimax for the known
means, unknown-variances problem, but is not the best minimax stopping function
in an 'admissibility' sense, for it is easy to see that the following stopping function
i is at least as good against all distributions (of independent random variables with
known means {fJ-;} and unknown variances), and strictly better for some distributions.
Set k = max{j: fJ-j = maxI,,;;;,,;;n fJ-;}, and let i = min{{i;?;l: Xi> fJ-k}, k}.
Recall that ljI( 0'2, y) is the bound appearing in Proposition 2.2(ii).

° a;

Theorem 3.5 (known variances, unknown means). Suppose ~

~ ~for i = 1, 2, ....

Then

inf{ sup EXt: Xi E [0,1], Var X;

=

IE :Y/I

= (ljIl
=

o· •.

0

a;}

ljI,,)(O)

sup inf{EXt : Xi E [0,1], Var X;
IE

=

af},

where ljI;(y) =

"'(aT, y).

(10)

:In

Moreover, letting Yi = (ljIi+1
in (10) are attained by

0

••• 0

ljI"HO) for i

f E :Y" given by f = min{{ i ;?; 1:

X;

= 1, ... , n -1, the infima and suprema

;?; y;}, n}

and

(Xi)7=1 as in Proposition 2.2(iv),

with

0'2

= a; and y = y;.

Proof. Directly analogous to that of Theorem 3.1, using Proposition 2.2(ii) in place
of (iii). D
Corollary 3.6. For stopping n independent [0, l]-valued random variables with known
identical variances 0'2 (and unknown means):
(i) a minimax stopping function f is f = min{{i ~ 1: Xi ;?;ljI(n-i)(O)}, n};
(ii) a minimax (worst case) distribution (X;)7=1 is as in Proposition 2.2(iv), where
Yi = ljI(n-i)(O) for i = 1, ... , n; and

(iii) the game-theoretic value is 1/1<")(0), that is, EX,~ EX, = I/I<n)(O) ~ EXt> for all
t E fin and all XI, ... , X n satisfying the hypotheses.

Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 3.5.

0

Example 3.7. Suppose Xl' X 2 , ••• are known to be independent [0, I]-valued ran
3
dom variables with identical variances cr 2 = 16'
Then I/I(Y) = ~ + h if y :::;! and = y +
_! 2)+ 1'f Y--2,S
>-! 0 'I'
.,,(1)(0) -4,'1'
-! .,,(2)(0) -16,'1'
- 2- .,,(3)(0) -64,'1'
- 37 ",(4)(0) -64
_:3Z + (2 _ !(37)2)+ 
( 2164Y
16464

:g~~, ' ,., so in particular, if n = 4, a minimax stopping function is stop at time 1 if
XI ~~~, at time 2 if XI <~~ and X 2 ~~, at time 3 if XI <~~, X 2 < ?6 and X 3 ~t and
time 4 otherwise. Using this stopping function against any 4 independent [0, 1]
valued random variables with identical variance 136 yields an expected return of at
least :~~~~, and in general it is not possible to do better.
Note that this case is slightly more complex than the known means and variances
example given in the Introduction, since in the present case the concatenation
involves two 'base' functions, instead of just one,
The results in this paper for random variables taking values in [0, 1] carryover
easily (by translation and scaling) to uniformly bounded random variables taking
values in [a, b]; however, uniform boundedness is essential for the known means
and variances problem to have a non-degenerate solution, as the following proposi
tion shows.

Proposition 3.8. Suppose JJ-i ~ 0 and crT ~ 0 for i = 1, 2, ... , Then
inf{ sup EXt: Xi E [0, (0), EXi = J1-i, Var X j = crT}
(EfJn

=

max JJ-i

l~i~n

= sup inf{EXt : X

j

E

tEET"

[0, (0), EXi = J1-i, Var Xi = crn.

Proof. Let t~ min{j: J1-j = maxl"'i"'" JJ-i}' and note that
(11)

EX, = max J1-i'
l~i~n

Next, fix M> maXl"'i"'" J1-i, and let XI,M, ... ,Xn,M be independent with the follow
ing distributions: if J1-i = 0, then Xi,M ~ J1-i; and otherwise Xi,M takes the values 0,
J1-i and M with probabilities crT(M - J1-;)-I(J1- j l - M- 1 ), 1- cr7J1--;I(M - J1-i)-\ and
crT M - \ M - J1-i) - \ respectively, Then it is easy to see that EXi = J1-i, Var Xi = crT, and
n

V(XI,M, ... ,Xn,M):::; max J1-i+
l~l::5n

I

crT(M-J1-i)-I.

(12)

;=1

Letting M ~ 00 in (12) shows that the bound maxI"'i",n J1-i
attained), which, with (11), completes the proof. 0
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sharp (but it is not

Note that neither the independence nor the non-negativity assumptions were used,
and that the same minimax conclusion holds for the general case.

4. An application to order selection
Suppose that a player, in addition to selecting a stopping function, may also select
the order of observation of a given collection of random variables, and again receives
as reward the value at the time of stopping. Such problems were introduced in [4],
where for independent random variables, it was shown (Theorem 3.11) that deter
ministic (i.e., non-random) optimal rules for selection of the order always exist.
These problems were subsequently studied in [2, 3 and 5], but most of the results
in that setting (of given distributions) were negative. In the present minimax setting,
however, the results of Section 3 can be used to obtain a fairly general positive
result for optimal stopping with order selection. In this section, f/P" will denote the
permutations on {l, ... , n}.
Theorem 4.1. For selecting the order of observation and optimally stopping n indepen
dent [0, I]-valued random variables with known identical means J.L and known variances
{cri2}"i=I'.
(i) a minimax strategy is to observe in order of decreasing variances (i.e., i- E f/P"
is such that cri(l) ~ ... ~ ai c,,»), and to stop using the stopping function t, where

(ii) a minimax (worst case) collection of distributions (XJ 7= I is as in Proposition
2 an d Yi -- J.L +"",,-1
(1 - J.L )j-i-I crj2 fior 1
.-- l
Id
2()
2. v wzt. h Vi -- cri2+ J.L,
L..j=i+1
,"', n an
y" = J.L; and
(iii) the game-theoretic value is J.L + I ~~11 (1 - J.L )i-Icrici), that is, EXirCI ) ~ EXirc /) =
J.L + l:~~11 (1- J.L )i-I cri(i) ~ EX-rrcl)' for all 'IT' E f/P", t E fi" and all X), ... , X" satisfying
the hypotheses.
Proof. Fix n> 1, and assume, without loss of generality, that the {Xj} are already
in order of decreasing variances, that is cri ~ ... ~ cr~. As in the proof of Corollary
3.3, let f3j = (¢i ° ... ° ¢" )(0) - J.L for i < n, where {¢;} are as in Section 3. For i = n - 2,
cr~-2~cr~-I~J.Lcr~-I=J.Lf3"-1 since 0<J.L<1. For each iE{2, ... ,n-2}, (8) and
backward induction imply that J.Lf3i = J.L(1- J.L)f3i+1 + J.L(cr7 v (f3i+lJ.L))"';; (1- J.L)cr7+
J.La7 = a7 =%; cr7-1' so by the definitions of {f3i} and {¢;}, (8) and induction give that
",,"-1 (1
2
(
,I., )(0)
",,"-1 (1
2
f3 i=L..j=i
-J.L )j-i aj,so
¢Io",o,/-,,,
=J.L+""i=1
-J.L )i-I cri'
Now, fix any 'IT' E f/P" and define K-rr c {l, ... , n - 2} by K-rr = {j: v-rr(J) ~
J.L(¢7T(J+l) ° ... ° ¢-rrc,,)(O)}. Write K-rr as {jl < ... <jl}' K~ as Ut+2 < ... <j,,-I} and
set j,+1 = 'IT'( n -1). Corollary 3.3 implies

(¢7T(l) o· ..

0

¢7T(n»)(O) =

P,

1+1

n-I

j=\

;=\

+ I (1- p,)i-l(J"I ~ p, + I (1- p,)i-\(J"J,

~p,+

n-I

I

(l_p,)i-l(J"~=(¢lo"

,o¢n)(O),

;=1

where the last inequality follows from Hardy's lemma (if al;:': • • . ;:,: am ;:,: 0 and
b l ~ • . • ;:,: bm ;:,: 0, then I::, a 7T (i)b j ~ I~= I a;b; for all 'TT E qp m; here a j = (1- p, );-' and
b; = (J"7). Checking that the {X;} satisfy the last inequality in (iii) completes the
proof. 0
In contrast with the conclusion of Theorem 4.1, for certain given collections of
independent random variables with equal means it may not be optimal to observe
in order of decreasing variances, as the next example shows (see also Theorem 3.1
of [5]).
Example 4.2. Let XI and X 2 be independent with P(X. = I~O) =! = P(X. = 0) and
P(X2 = 1) = 10- 3 = 1- P(X2 == (0.009)/(0.999)). Then EX, = EX2 = 0.01, Var Xl =
0.0001 < 0.0009 < Var X 2 , but V(X l , X 2 ) = 0.015 > V(X 2 , Xl) = 0.01099, so observ
ing in order of increasing variances is optimal.

5. I.i.d. random variables with known mean and/or variance
If the random variables observed are known not only to be independent, but also
to be identically distributed, then the minimax stopping problem defined above is
more complicated in that it is possible to learn about the distribution statistically
(e.g., via the Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem) as time goes on, and to use this accumu
lated information as well as the a priori bounds and moments to generate good
stopping functions. However, even using only the information that the variables are
i.i.d. (but not the more complicated accrued Glivenko-Cantelli information) it is
possible to identify minimax stopping functions based on given moments and bounds
which are better than those where only equal bounds and moments (but not identical
distributions) are assumed. Using tools from prophet-inequalities for i.i.d. sequences,
implicit but easily approximated minimax stopping functions and distributions are
found below.
Definition. Let

L 1 ==

0 and for n ;:,: 2, let

D n = Dn(p" v)

= {(so, ... , Sn-I): O~ so~' .. ~ Sn-I ~ 1;
p,=

1- sn-l

(1- sn-l)(1 + So + SoS, + ... + So'

V=p,2[~~: (s;-Sj-J(l+so+"

•. Sn-3)

+ So'

;
•• sn-2

,+so·· 'S;_2)2] +l-Sn_ I }.

Then an=an(f-L, v) is defined to be

Example. a\(f-L, v) = f-L and Ct2(f-L, v)=f-L+V-f-L2, for all f-L, v. Ct n(f-L,f-L 2 )=f-L and
an (f-L, f-L) = 1- (1- f-L)" for all n, f-L.
Theorem 5.1. inf{suPtE.'Y" EXt: {X;} i.i.d., X; E [0, 1], EX; = f-L, Exf = v} = an, and
this bound is attained.
Proof. The conclusion is trivial if f-L = 0 or 1, or if n = 1, so assume 0< f-L < 1, and
fix n>1. For a random variable X with EX=f-L, EX 2 =v define {Vn(X)}~=\
recursively by V\(X) = f-L, Vn(X) = E(X v Vn-\(X». Lemma 2.1 implies Vn(X) =
SUPtE5'".. EXt> where XI, ... ,Xn is an i.i.d. sequence with Xi distributed as X. By
tightness, inf{Vn(X):0~X~1, EX=f-L, EX 2 =v} is attained by some extremal
distribution X, i.e.,
2

A

Vn(X) = min{ Vn(X): O~ X ~ 1, EX = f-L, EX = v}.

Using the techniques of Proposition 2.2(iii), or an iteration of balayages
V(X)

X=(·· '((X~)JL2
A

) ..

1

')v,,_t(X)

[7], it now follows that, without loss of generality, X E {O, V\(.X), .. . ,
Vn_\(X), 1} where 0< f-L = V\(.X) < ... < Vn_I(X) < 1. Setting Pi = P(X = \I;(X»,
i = 0, ... , n -1 and Sj = I~~o Pi> it follows from Lemma 2.5 of Hill and Kertz [7] that

as

10

"J (X) = f-L (l + So + SoS I + ... + SoS \ ... Sj -2),

j

= 2, ... , n,
(13)

and
f-L

= (1- Sn-I)/[(1- Sn-1)( 1 + So + SOS\ + ... + SOSI ... Sn-3) + So'

Similarly, the second moment E(X)2 of

.. Sn-2].

X satisfies

By continuity and compactness it is easy to see that the infimum of the function
"n: D n ~ [0, 1] given by "n(so,' .. , Sn-I):= Vn(X) is attained on D n by
(S6, ... , S~_I)' say, so
inr{ sup EXt: {X;) i.i.d., Xi E [0, 1], EX;

=

f-L, EX; =

rEff n

= min{ Vn(X): o~ X ~ 1, EX = f-L, EX
= "n(st, ... ,

s~_\) = Ctn(f-L, v).

0

2 = v}

v}

Of course, if only the mean JL (and not the variance) of an i.i.d. sequence is
known, then a trivial minimax stopping function is stop always at time 1, and a
trivial minimax distribution for this case is take all the variables constant with value
JL. If, on the other hand, only the variance is known, then using the proof of
Proposition 2.2(ii) in place of (iii), and the same technique as was used in the proof
of Theorem 5.1 to reduce to distributions satisfying (13), the analogous constants
{a,.} can be determined implicitly by maximizing over the new appropriate domain

Otl.
6. Remarks for dependent random variables
If the observed sequence is not known to be independent, and only the means are
known, then minimax stopping functions and distributions are trivial, namely,
precisely those for the independent case stated in Theorem 3.4. On the other hand,
if independence is not assumed, and both the means and the variances are known,
then the minimax stopping functions and distributions appear to be much more
complex, and are not known to the authors. It is intuitively plausible that there
always exist minimax stopping functions of the form t = min{i: X j ~ cj } , but here
each Cj is a constant depending on the whole sequence of means and variances JLl'
(Ti, JL2' (T~, ..• , JLn, (T;' , in contrast to the independent case where Cj does not depend
l'
• ~ .
on JLj or (Tj2 10rJ"-"
1.
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